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Dear Friends of the Music Performance Program,

The year 2020 brought us all more challenges than
anyone could have imagined. Yet, the love for music
and the insatiable desire to learn has kept the MPP
community active and strong during this difficult time. I
would like to express my deepest gratitude to the
wonderful MPP Music Associates, who summoned all
their creativity in order to make the online instruction 

experience productive and memorable for our students; MPP staff, Beth Pratt, Julie
Feldman, and Andras Gipp, who worked to ensure our student musicians have
everything they need, from administrative support to superbly prepared
instruments. We also thank the Music Department Chair Ana Maria Ochoa, who
has given us wholehearted support and encouragement throughout this
challenging year. The MPP students yet again demonstrated fearlessness,
intelligence, creativity, positive attitude, and team spirit. In this newsletter you will
learn about the most recent activities of our faculty, students and alumni. I also
invite you to watch the videos of the selected projects our students put together
with their instructors. Grateful for your attention and support, on behalf of all of us
in the MPP I wish you a healthy and peaceful holiday season.
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MPP @ Home 
Hear what our students, faculty, and alumni have been playing this semester

The CU Jazz ensemble, directed by Ole Mathisen, presents a
beautiful take on Duke Ellingtons' Star Crossed Lovers.

Kenneth Schultz, Yasna Vismale, Yuval Keren, G Pershing,
Jonathan Block, Aidan Speckhard

Ellington in odd meter!

Here is the CU Free Jazz Ensemble’s treatment of Puccini’s
Nessun Dorma.

Tim Cervera, Stefan Hopwood, Joshua Kapilian, Henry Golub,
Aidan Speckhard

Opera merged with free jazz?

"Albumblatt by Max Reger, was a standalone project I did over
the summer, had a lot of fun picking the piano back up for it."

-Nikki Pet, CC '20 

Animation + Music

"This Sarabande is part of a larger project (the full Bach
partita No. 2 out next year): we worked with Professor
Blustine to arrange the Chaconne this summer, and we’re
pairing it with some very cool network-based animations that
Kaitlin’s developed as part of her PhD in Music Informatics."
- Nikki Pet, CC '20 + Kaitlin Pet, CC '17 

Sister Clarinet + Oboe Duo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E3q7EKT8WNQ&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/E3q7EKT8WNQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5P_p6bXNz2Y&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/5P_p6bXNz2Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t3_WYtMt2JY&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t3_WYtMt2JY&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6oVZiL-ODU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6oVZiL-ODU&feature=youtu.be


Edward Ellis (CC '20) has grown his YouTube channel featuring
beats in the cloudrap hip-hop subgenre: "I feature my interest
in anime with a looping gif and a beat playing over it. While it's
not in the jazz genre explicitly, I directly apply the skills of jazz
improvisation I cultivated at Columbia to compose."

Jazz alum & hip-hop

BOWDOIN FESTIVAL PRESENTS: JUNE HAN IN CONCERT. 
The Festival was delighted to present a free online concert by
Bowdoin faculty member and MPP Associate, harpist June
Han on December 7, 2020. The program will remain available
to view on demand through December 21, 2020.

Faculty June Han at Bowdoin

Chopin Salon @ Home featured pianist Misha Galant, CC '20.
Misha is a recipient of a Chopin Foundation Scholarship in
2013, and this year he was one of the semi-finalists at the
National Chopin Piano Competition. Shortly thereafter he was
named a 2020 Gilmore Young Artist.

Misha Galant + Chopin Fdn.

Mia Bramel (CC '22) plays Scriabin's beautiful, flowing
Prelude Op. 11 No. 11

Scriabin Prelude Op. 11 No. 11 

Omar Abboud (SEAS '16) gave a talk, "What Motivates
Orientalism in Opera" exploring how Orientalist depictions in
music have contributed to the development and
understanding of Western and Arab culture in general.

Orientalism in Opera

https://www.youtube.com/c/EL47Prod
https://www.youtube.com/c/EL47Prod
https://www.bowdoinfestival.org/festivalive/
https://www.bowdoinfestival.org/festivalive/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ejI9V2xlN4o&feature=emb_title
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ejI9V2xlN4o&feature=emb_title
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-c2La3jy7E&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-c2La3jy7E&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grXgagJxxlw&fbclid=IwAR3F4TtY1gC4usH9EbeKinv5lA202MR8M6dTTc-vgijVWwkz0DLzUEIoVeM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grXgagJxxlw&fbclid=IwAR3F4TtY1gC4usH9EbeKinv5lA202MR8M6dTTc-vgijVWwkz0DLzUEIoVeM


Daniel August Da Rosa Thomlinson, Eric Shen, violins and
Jeannette Kim, piano - Shostakovich "Five Pieces" for 2 violins
and piano

Shostakovich "Five Pieces"

Aristides Takehiro Boutris, violin and Jackie Yang, cello -
Gliere "Eight Duets"  for violin and cello 

Gliere "Eight Duets" 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ss5v4O70RoY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ss5v4O70RoY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0L0WyfkEYk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0L0WyfkEYk&feature=youtu.be
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What are your latest projects/passions? 

I love transcribing a bunch of different music and putting my transcriptions together
in Acapella videos. It is a pretty meditative experience; I start out by impulsively
choosing to transcribe a piece/song I am attracted to, and I work through each part
of the song until I feel like I have accounted for everything I can hear. Then, I use the
Acapella app to play all of the parts together, using the keyboard and Garageband to
find the closest sounds to the original work. As a result of my impulsive selection
process, my transcriptions range from Wii Sports music to Kalinnikov, and getting to
the point of recreating those pieces brings a good sense of accomplishment and
appreciation for the individual parts. All of my transcriptions are on
@freakingraleighritchie on instagram, but I am pretty informal on that account....

MEET OUR STUDENTS
FEATURING, JANET PHANG

What year are you at Columbia/Barnard 
and what are/will you be majoring in?

I am a Freshman at Columbia College. I am
currently undeclared but I have interests in
Music, Philosophy and Psychology.

What have you learned from the pandemic?
How has it affected you?

I have learned from the pandemic that people
love music enough to keep it alive through a
situation which should probably kill it, what with
the prohibition of live concerts and other
musical events. It has been really cool to witness
the accommodations and cooperations
musicians have made to bring music to
audiences, and the effort and life put into music despite everything let me realize music
in itself finds a way to thrive through its countless purposes. Living through this period of
accommodation, I am comforted by the thriving musical world through the
disappointment of being unable to do traditional in-person concerts.
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I am also trying to learn piano pieces on my bucket-list over time. Lately, I am slowly
working on Rachmaninoff's Second Piano Concerto and Beethoven's Sonata opus
81a. I initially chose these pieces with the motivation of competition, but now due to
covid I reformed my purpose of learning these as a way to balance out the bulk of
faux-jazz in my repertoire. While jazzy song arrangements and Kapustin etudes are
my innate passion, I fear a lack of flexibility as a musician, so I am taking the time to
return to older works. Although I cannot always make time to practice the pieces on
my bucket-list, I find it meaningful to maintain these intrinsic goals with the piano
whenever I can.

How do you balance a busy academic schedule with practice time? Any tips?

I am still in the process of balancing academics and practice... So far I feel as though
establishing a fixed practice schedule in advance forces me to prioritize piano even if
there are other things I must do. My tip, which I am still trying to follow, is to maintain
diligence in academics, because that will spare time for practice.

What experience or piece made you first fall in love with music?

My falling in love with music felt more gradual. With every performance I attended
and every new piece or song I heard, my interest in music grew with the expansion
of repertoire and eventually became a natural attachment I can't imagine my life
without.

What is your pre and post concert routine?

I drink water and eat a banana right before I perform. After I perform, if possible, I lie
down and let post-performance thrill and exhaustion wash over me.

How has MPP helped you better study, live, or grow in your time at
Columbia?
Being in the MPP is the sole way I can currently sustain my musical pursuits. Because
of the MPP, I have access to great pianos in Dodge and the opportunities to explore
music beyond my connection to Classical piano. MPP's Masterclass group has
already given me an immediate motivation to learn my pieces much faster than I
would have without the presence of inspirational peers in the group. Knowing that
there are others in the group that retain their musical goals through our academic
obligations, keeping up my musical studies feels easier.



Santiago Tobar Potes CC ’20,
of Miami, Fla., has received a
prestigious Rhodes Scholarship.
Potes will pursue an M.St.
(master of studies) in global and
imperial history to study the
relationship between aesthetics
and law in Deng Xiaoping’s China
at the University of Oxford.
Established in 1903, the Rhodes
Scholarship is the oldest
international scholarship in the
world. Administered by the 

STUDENT NEWS

Rhodes Trust in Oxford, the program offers 100 fully-funded scholarships
each year for “for young leaders of outstanding intellect and character who
are motivated to engage with global challenges, committed to the service of
others and show promise of becoming value-driven, principled leaders for
the world’s future,” so they may pursue postgraduate study. 

This is the first year that the Scholars were selected virtually, due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Potes, who graduated cum laude from the College
with degrees in East Asian studies and Medieval and Renaissance studies,
said of his undergraduate experience: “I feel as though I have received a gift
of debt that will require a lifetime of assiduity to repay. I am silent in
gratitude and reflection, and I look forward to moving to Oxford next year.”

Potes is an accomplished violinist and performed with the Columbia
University Orchestra and studied with MPP instructors Maja Cerar and Eliot
Bailen. Congratuations on this incredible honor! 



On December 2nd, Cindy Liu, CC '18
along with NEC’s Black Student Union and
Students Advocating for Gender Equity
presented the first installment of
Dissonance and Difference, The
Quadruple Bind: How the Gender Binary
Intersects With Music; What You Bring to
The Stage.

ALUMNI UPDATES

Check out MPP Chamber Music and
Flute alum, Peiying Yu, MS '19, BS 
 '18 featured in the December New

York Flute Club Newsletter.

Brent Morden CC '19 composes, Infernal,  
a rock musical based on Dante’s Inferno
that explores consequences, remorse, and
our own inescapable demons. Drawing
from Dante’s text, the Bible, Catholic
Tradition, and Jewish Mysticism, in this
coming of age story, heaven and hell are
made human. Learn more at
brentmordernmusic.com

https://www.nyfluteclub.org/uploads/newsletters/2020-2021/20-December-NYFC-Newsletter-final-low.pdf
https://brentmordenmusic.com/


Norsk Musikkforlag (Norway) published Ole Mathisen’s Book
of Mirrors, an advanced collection of etudes for saxophone
focusing on wide intervallic leaps and rhythmic groupings. Ole
Mathisen is the Assistant Director of Jazz Performance and
the Jazz Saxophone Instructor at Columbia University.

FACULTY NEWS

"My friends and I were hoping to encourage voters in the
purple state of PA. We performed string quintets on the lawn
of the courthouse in Media, PA. I know the people who
stopped to listen on their way to and from voting seemed
happy!"  Sarah Adams, Viola Instructor, MPP.

This Fall, Magdalena Stern-Baczewska presented a series of
online lectures Enjoyment of Music to adults and children, at the
invitation of the Atlanta Chopin Society and the Grand Piano Series
in Florida. She released a new EP, Hip-Hopsichord, a 5-movement
piece for harpsichord and electronics by Gene Pritsker, combining
Hip-Hop with the Baroque harpsichord tradition. Baczewska
moderated "Art in the Times of Crisis," MPP's inaugural webinar
featuring Syrian clarinetist and composer Kinan Azmeh. She 

 

appeared as the guest of honor at the opening gala of the Chopin and Friends Festival held
at the Consulate General of the Republic of Poland in NYC, performing music of Frederic
Chopin, Clara Schumann, Theolonious Monk and Oscar Peterson, in front of a live (masked
and properly distanced) audience. Most recently, Baczewska gave an online piano
masterclass as the guest artist of the Manhattan School of Music Precollege Division.



Gagaku (ancient Japanese court music) is an art form that has no conductor. To
play as an ensemble, individuals rely on human connection and the breath to
perform as a team; a difficult task to try online. To pivot as gracefully as possible,
Columbia Gagaku Ensemble took advantage of the in-person to online by
connecting with players that would not have been able to meet weekly due to
distance. Current Columbia students and alumni reunited weekly with colleagues
from as far away as California, England, the Czech Republic, Poland, and Australia.
In a time of such isolation, it was comforting to be connected in this small way.
Though not able to play at the same time, the ryūteki ("Dragon flute"), shō (mouth
organ), and hichiriki (an oboe-like double-reed instrument) players were able to
sing shōga (a mnemonic system to learn the ancient music) and practice parts
through the use of rehearsal videos. Breakout rooms provided a more intimate
space to ask questions, clarify and demonstrate techniques, and each rehearsal
ended on a broader topic with a guest speaker. As we begin recording for the
final virtual projects, we look forward to meeting again in January! 
- Alicia "Lish" Lindsey, MPP Associate, Gagaku Ensemble

WORLD MUSIC NEWS 



Muñoz, a composition to be rehearsed and premiered on Zoom in real time. I had coached several of
Robert Hecker’s compositions at sessions of the Chamber Music Conference of the East; I was
particularly impressed by a performance on Zoom in real time of his Waiting Room, a woodwind quintet
written this past summer for Conference participants who were striving, as we all were, to find ways of
playing together during the pandemic. Might Mr. Hecker write a new piece for whatever ensemble I was
assigned by the MPP this fall? Yes he would, for an ensemble up to five players!

Given that I was assigned a duo, the new music came quickly; the students started with an arrangement
of Waiting Room so the duo could get to play something together and test necessary equipment. Mr.
Hecker listened to the students and then began to write for them. Each week brought a new movement,
often with an original and witty poem attached. Mr. Hecker frequently joined our class to help with
interpretation and give his valuable comments and encouragement.

With each musician playing from score, we were able to address all the usual chamber music topics:
rhythm, ensemble, intonation, listening to each other, interpretation, cueing, etc. – and this proved to be
a very satisfying class. (Concurrently, so as not to miss out on the other aspects of playing
together/apart, Irene and Juan are working on a Bach sonata, eventually combining each individual
recorded part.)

Dialogues is written explicitly so that, even if the inevitable Zoom lags occur or sound breaks up, the
music remains viable. And, whenever the students can meet in person in the future, they aim to
premiere the piece for a live audience! Below is what the students have written about the experience:

A ZOOM ADVENTURE
IN CHAMBER MUSIC

“

"At the beginning, there were moments of uncertainty and frustration that made us doubt if this would work
out. However, as we progressed and learned about each other, both musically and personally, we realized
that playing through Zoom could actually be enjoyable and that it wasn’t that much different from playing
live. Sure, dynamics and tone was harder to formulate through Zoom, but thankfully the composer wrote
the pieces to be played in this way, and we eventually learned how to deal with the issues. It was really
exciting to see how the music was created as we performed it and how it got more tailored to our style and
strengths as the project evolved.This wouldn’t have been possible without the patience and dedication of our
instructor, Ms. Kahn, and the composer Mr. Hecker, and we are very grateful for their instruction."    
                                                                                                                       Sue Ann Kahn, MPP Associate           

“Hi, I’m Irene.” “I’m Juan. Where are you?”
“In Virginia. And you?” “Madrid!” “As in
Spain?” “Si, In España!” 

Thus begin the “lyrics” attached to
Introductions, the first movement of
Dialogues for Flute and Piano, an eight-
movement suite newly written in
September and October for MPP
students Irene Kim and Juan 



CUO NEWS

"This semester, I had the idea to perform a virtual performance of BOTH of
John Adams’ great fanfare masterpieces: Tromba Lontana, and Short Ride in
a Fast Machine.  These are seminal American works, which required quite a
bit of planning and engineering on our part.  This minimal style enabled us to
perform with a sort of a pseudo-“click track” and record the parts individually
where our students were located on the globe at their own time.  It was so
important for us to make sure that regardless of where our students were,
they could participate.  This ADAMS PROJECT took the entire semester and 
 provided a great amount of anticipation and excitement in our circles.
Students have recently submitted individual video/audio files of them playing
their individual parts which will be assembled into a totality by our engineer,
Ryan Streber from OCTAVEN Studios and  released as a sort of stream
before the end of the calendar year. 
                                                    Jeffrey Milarsky, Conductor & Music Director



MPP OFFICE!

A HEALTHY AND
PEACEFUL 

HOLIDAY SEASON

WISHING 
YOU 

WITH LOVE FROM
THE MPP!


